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I. Title of the thesis and abstract  

 

Title of Thesis: Resource Management in Cloud Computing Environment 

 

ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is an Internet based computing environment in which cloud users access 

various computing resources in the form of services. Cloud service providers maintain large 

pools of physical computing resources in the form of the data centre. Virtualization 

technology facilitates creation of virtual resources from the physical resources. Virtualization 

allows sharing of resources among different users. Proper management of cloud computing 

resources is beneficial to both: Cloud User and CSP (Cloud Service Provider).  

Efficient utilization of resources helps CSP to reduce operational cost of physical 

infrastructure. It also helps service provider to serve more number of user requests with the 

same amount of physical resources. Cloud service users are charged on the basis of the 

amount of resources they use and the duration for which they use the resources. If customers 

can manage their resource usage properly, they can reduce their service charges.  

Workload of applications hosted by customers in cloud infrastructure is very dynamic. Static 

allocation of resources may cause resource over-provisioning (more than requirement) or 

under-provisioning (less than  requirement). Resource over-provisioning causes wastage of 

resources, whereas, under-provisioning affects the performance of applications running in 

cloud infrastructure. Dynamic provisioning of resources, according to the changes in 

workload is desired. In a real time environment, manual or static scaling is very difficult. 

Auto scaling is the mechanism to make automatic scaling operations.  

We have suggested two reactive auto scaling policies for multi-tier web applications: Session 

Completion Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based. Our policies take 

scaling decisions on the basis of the resource utilization as well as application’s session 

related parameters. SCR based scaling policy calculates the session completion rate by 

considering the number of sessions created and completed in a specific time. The desired 

session completion rate is specified in form of SLA by the customer. If the completion rate is 

less than the specified and resource utilization of VMs is higher than the threshold, scaling 

operations are performed. Similarly, ASD based policy calculates the average session delay 
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of completed sessions within specific duration. This policy does scaling when values of 

average delay and resource utilization are higher than threshold. 

We have suggested one proactive auto scaling policy which uses the concept of time series 

analysis and prediction. In this, ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) model 

is used for prediction of future workload. Our policy performs scaling operation if the 

predicted future workload is higher than current workload and delay is more than threshold. 

Along with proactive scaling policy, we have also tried to handle problem of consolidation.  

Resource utilization in the data centre can be optimized by the periodic server consolidation 

process. Consolidation is a process by which current workload of the data centre is 

redistributed among available physical resources to minimize the number of used physical 

resources. Consolidation process involves several VM (Virtual Machine) migration 

operations. Migration of a VM from one physical machine to another machine affects the 

performance of applications running on it. We have suggested a consolidation approach 

which considers VM migration count threshold. Our approach does migration of selected 

VMs only if their migration count is less than the specified threshold. This kind of threshold 

based check helps to reduce frequent migration of same VM.  

We have used Cloudsim simulator to perform auto scaling policy experiments. Comparison 

of the results of our scaling policies and default scaling policy shows that, our scaling policies 

perform better than default scaling policy. We have also developed a prototype model to 

check the performance of our scaling policy in real environment. A system prototype is 

created using Open Nebula based private cloud framework.  

We have tested the performance of migration threshold based consolidation approach against 

normal consolidation and results show that the performance of our consolidation approach is 

better than normal consolidation.  

  

II. Brief description of the state of the art of the research topic 

Cloud computing offers computing resources in the form of services to its customers. 

Customers are charged on the basis of type of service and duration of service usage. SLA 

(Service Level Agreement) is a contract between the service provider and customer [21]. 

SLA contains various performance parameters. Violation of SLA is harmful to both CSP as 
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well as cloud customers. SLA violation will cause a penalty to CSP. Similarly, it will affect 

the customer’s application hosted in cloud environment. 

Efficient resource utilization without SLA violation is a major challenge in a cloud 

environment.  Workload of cloud based applications is quite dynamic in nature. To improve 

the performance of cloud based applications against this kind of workload, we should ensure 

timely provisioning of computing resources to it. Scaling is a concept by which application 

resources can be increased or decreased at runtime. During the period of research, we have 

studied many research papers about auto scaling which are broadly classified as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Broad Classification of Auto scaling Techniques 
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Auto Scaling Mechanisms 

1. Reactive 

In this approach either current resource usage or application performance related metrics 

are considered. Some approaches consider both for performing scaling operations [5] [9]. 

This approach takes scaling decision after detection of problem. Scale operation takes 

some amount of time for adding or removing resources. During that time, application 

performance is suffered. In [9], two issues are considered: scaling and dynamic VM 

(Virtual Machine) placement. Generally, scaling operations are considered in single cloud 

environments, in [5] multi cloud environment is considered. 

2. Proactive 

Compared to reactive scaling, this approach performs scaling on the basis of predictions. 

It helps us to make resource provisioning on the basis of future workload. There are many 

techniques for workload prediction [6]. In [6] and [7], various prediction methods like 

Moving Average (MA), Auto Regressive (AR), ARMA, ARIMA, Neural Networks (NN) 

etc. are evaluated. ARIMA for workload prediction of single tier application is used in [2] 

and [3]. Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) is a variation of ARIMA model, which is used for 

prediction of workload with seasonal pattern [4]. A prediction made by model may have 

errors. An approach for prediction error compensation is suggested in [10]. 

Auto scaling parameters 

Scaling decisions can be made on the basis of low level metrics [11] [12] [13] or high level 

application performance specific metrics [4] [5] [9]. The values of these metrics are observed 

during Monitoring phase at regular interval. 

1. Low level parameters:  

CPU, Memory, Network, Disk etc. related utilization information is monitored at VM, 

physical machine or hypervisor level.  This kind of usage details can be obtained from the 

cloud service provider, or by making use of various APIs. Scaling related decisions are 

made based on utilization threshold. Scaling approach using these parameters is simple to 

integrate [13]. This approach is supported by public service providers like Amazon [11] 

and Right-Scale [12].  
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2. High Level Application specific parameters: 

This approach gathers information about parameters at application level. Various 

parameters like response time, throughput, request rate, session creation rate etc. are 

monitored at regular interval [4]. Desired application specific parameters are described in 

form of SLA. If the monitored parameter value violates SLA, scaling operations are 

performed.  

3. Hybrid parameters 

Some auto scaling techniques consider both low level utilization metrics and high level 

application specific parameters in combination [14] [15]. Sometimes these combined 

parameters are used for the resource estimation purpose [16] [17]. Hybrid parameters can 

also be used to build application specific model and to relate application performance 

against resource usage [18] [19] [20]. 

Auto Scaling Method 

Scaling operation in the cloud can be performed by two methods: Vertical and Horizontal.  

1. Vertical Scaling 

This kind of scaling resizes the VM by changing its resources during scaling operations.  

Changing VM resources at run time is not supported by many service providers. This 

approach is not suitable for highly scalable applications because maximum scaling is 

possible up to the capacity of the host. Effect of vertical scaling on performance is 

analyzed in [13] and [14]. 

2. Horizontal Scaling 

In this kind of scaling, VMs are added or removed during scaling operations [5] [9] [10]. 

Horizontal scaling is supported by public service providers like Amazon [11], Right Scale 

[12] etc. 

Architecture of Cloud Application 

Web applications hosted in cloud uses different kind of architectures like single tier or multi 

tier. A tier represents part of the functionality of an application. Applications following single 

tier architecture combine all functionalities in a single tier. Multi tier applications distribute 

functionality among several tiers. Each tier runs as a VM instance, in the cloud. 
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1. Single tier applications 

Some scaling related work considers single tier applications [2] [3] [10]. In this kind of 

mechanisms, all instances are of the same type. At the time of scaling, instances are added 

or removed. 

2. Multi tier applications 

In multi tier application, all tiers run on the different VM instance. At the time of scaling, 

we have to take a decision about the tier in which scaling is needed. [5][9] 

 

 

III. Problem Definition 

Workload of applications hosted in cloud environment is quite dynamic. Static allocation of 

resources to applications may cause resource over-provisioning or under provisioning. If we 

allocate application resources based on peak workload (over-provisioning) [6], it incurs more 

service charges to cloud customers. Resource allocation with average application workload 

consideration will degrade performance during peak workload (under-provisioning) [6].  

The main problem to be solved is, an automatic and dynamic resource provisioning for 

applications (auto scaling). From the study of literature discussed in section II, we have 

identified that  

1. Current reactive auto scaling techniques consider either low level resource usage 

metrics [5] [9] or high level application specific metrics [4] [5] [9].  

2. Frequent scaling operations (Oscillations) must be handled because they may 

cause more resource wastage and more SLA violations. 

3. Proactive auto scaling policies take auto scaling decisions on the basis of 

predicted values of workload [2] [3] [4]. Current application performance as well 

as resource utilization should also be considered. Again, these approaches deal 

with auto scaling only. They do not consider dynamic VM placement 

(consolidation).  

4. Server consolidation policy selects VMs for migration and selected VMs are 

migrated to suitable hosts. From the experiments we have noticed that during the 

migration process, the performance of the VM is degraded. Frequent selection of 

same VM for migration will cause a huge effect on its performance. Studied 
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consolidation policies have not made any check on the number of times a VM is 

migrated.  

In our work we have suggested three scaling policies and one consolidation policy to 

deal with above listed problems. We have also created a prototype model for checking 

practicability of our approach. 

IV. Objective and Scope of work 

The objectives of this research work are, 

1. To develop dynamic and automatic reactive auto scaling policies on the basis of 

resource utilization as well as application specific performance parameters.  

2. Create the prototype model in a real environment to check practicability of suggested 

approaches. 

3. Integrate mechanism in scaling policy to mitigate the oscillating effect (due to 

frequent scaling operations). 

4. To devise a mechanism for SLA representation. 

5. To develop time series analysis and workload prediction based proactive auto scaling 

policy. Also integrate approach for server consolidation. 

6. To study the effect of VM migration on its performance.  

7. Devise a consolidation policy to avoid frequent migrations of same VM.  

  

We define our scope as: 

1. Modify the Cloudsim simulator for gathering various sessions related information like 

session completion rate and session average delay. 

2. Implement session completion rate and average delay based scaling policies and 

compare its results with default scaling policy. 

3. Devise a mechanism for proper SLA representation related to our scaling policies. 

4. Create the prototype model in laboratory using a private cloud computing framework. 

Also create, load generator and a load balancer for testing. Check the effect of scaling 

on the performance of the application. 

5. Create a proactive auto scaling mechanism using ARIMA based model and make 

predictions of future workload. Compare the results of scaling policies with and 

without ARIMA based workload prediction. 
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6. Study the effect of VM migration on its performance by monitoring behaviour of 

application- before migration (on source host), during the migration process and after 

migration (on the destination host). 

7. Implement modified consolidation policy in the simulator and check the effect of 

migration count threshold on performance. 

 

 

V. Original Contribution by Thesis 

As per the problems identified and the set objectives, we have devised algorithms for reactive 

auto scaling, proactive auto scaling as well as for consolidation policy.  

 

Reactive Auto Scaling policies 

In our work we have considered multi tier web application. We have suggested two reactive 

auto scaling policies. Overall suggested system model for MAPE [22] based reactive auto 

scaling is shown in Figure 2. MAPE [22] is widely used approach for autonomic systems. 

This contains a loop of four steps: M (Monitor), A (Analyze), P (Plan) and E (Execute).  

 

Monitor Phase:  

In this phase monitoring data are gathered from the data centre and web broker. Web broker 

mainly gives details about application parameters like sessions start time, end time, delay, 

etc. Data centre provides utilization details of hosts and VMs. This includes data about CPU, 

RAM utilization. One sliding window based history window is maintained to store session 

related information like completion rate, average delay. 

 

Analyze Phase:  

In this phase analysis of the current status of system is done. It takes current hardware 

resource monitoring information, current session information and historical session 

information as input. Current status of application performance is compared with the values 

specified in SLA contract. 

 

Planning Phase: 

In this phase, based on analyzed information scaling decisions are planned. If an SLA 

violation is observed, scale operation of particular tier is planned. If current system 
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performance is not in SLA violation state, i.e. Safe state, then scales down operation is 

planned. This phase makes planning about scale up or down operations. It also identifies the 

number of VMs to start or stop in the particular application tier. 

 

Execute Phase:  

In this phase, planned scaling operations are performed, i.e. New VMs are created or stopped. 

 

 

Figure 2 MAPE [22] based Reactive Auto Scaling 

 

 Above four steps are repeated after every specific interval called the auto scaling interval. 

During this loop historical values about sessions are maintained in the history window. 

1. Session Completion Rate based auto scaling 

This policy takes auto scaling decisions based on current resource utilization as well 

as higher level application parameter (session completion rate). This specifies the 

number of sessions created and completed in a specific time interval. Equation 1 

Session Completion Rate used to find completion rate. Algorithmic steps of this policy 

are described in Algorithm1. 

������� ���������� ���� = ��. �� �������� 
���������

�������
 �� ���� �������� τ 

Equation 1 Session Completion Rate 
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2. Session Average delay based auto scaling 

 

This policy calculates average delay of sessions completed in a particular time 

interval. If the value of this delay is greater than the value specified in the SLA and 

resource utilization is high, scaling operations are executed. Here processing delay of 

session is considered. It does not consider delay due to network latency between client 

and server. Average session delay is calculated using Equation 2. Steps for session 

average delay based scaling are listed in algorithm 2. 

������� ������� ����� =
����� ����� �� ��������� ��������

����� ����� �� ��������� ��������
  �� ���� �������� τ 

Equation 2 Session Average Delay 
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Above both scaling policies make check about improvement in performance after scaling 

performed. We can see that during scaling round, if current application parameter value is 

better than the previous round (means improvement is going on), no scaling will be 

performed.  

Prototype model for reactive auto scaling 

We have integrated and tested our scaling polices in the simulator. To check practical 

feasibility of our scaling polices in real environment, we have created a small private cloud in 

our laboratory using Open Nebula. Apache JMeter is used for load generation. HAProxy 

distributes workload among various VMs. Scaling operations were performed to check the 

effect on application performance. The overall setup for prototype model is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 System Prototype Model 

Proactive Auto Scaling: 

We have implemented proactive auto scaling policy which uses ARIMA based time series 

forecasting model for workload prediction. We have devised mainly two algorithms. 

Modified Evaluate scaling algorithm considers all applications and generates two lists 

(Algorithm 7). These lists contain information about applications which are to be scaled up or 

scaled down. To determine the required scaling operation, prediction about workload is done 

as well as current response time of applications is compared with a threshold.  
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An Algorithm for prediction of application workload is shown in algorithm8. It takes 

application and its workload history as input. ARIMA model uses historical workload values 

for prediction. If the predicted workload is greater than the average workload of last scaling 

interval, true is returned else false is returned. This returned value is used by algorithm shown 

in Algorithm 7, for making scaling decision. 

 

 

Server Consolidation:  

Server consolidation is a periodic process in which workloads of physical servers are 

adjusted. The workload from lightly and heavily utilized servers is transferred to other servers 

and freed servers are powered off. This process involves migration of selected VMs. We have 

used MMT (minimum migration time) [1] based VM selection criteria. If VM to be migrated 

is selected by MMT [1], there is a chance that same VM is selected during next consolidation 

rounds. To avoid this, we have implemented threshold based migration count limit. 

Algorithmic steps for our consolidation policy are as per algorithm9. 
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VI. Methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons   

In this section we have presented results of our suggested algorithms in the form of various 

experiments. 

Experiment 1: 

The aim of this experiement was to evaluate performance of Default, Session Completion 

Rate (SCR) based and Session Average Delay (ASD) based auto scaling policies for normal 

workload with different auto scaling intervals. 

Table 1 Reactive auto scaling Experiment Scenario contains various configuration parameters for 

simulation scenario. Simulation length is one day. Auto scaling policy routine is invoked 

periodically after every auto scaling interval. We have taken three auto scaling intervals 300s, 

600s and 900s.  
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Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Length  1 day 
Workload Workload Type 1 (Normal workload) 
Auto scale interval (s)  300, 600 and 900 
Monitoring Interval (s) 0.01 
Refresh period (s)  10 
History Window size 5 
Load Balancers Default and Hybrid 

Auto Scaling Policies 
Default Auto Scaling policy 
Session Completion Rate based (SCR), 
Session Average Delay based (ASD), 

Sla Contract File  SlaContract.json 

Host Configuration  
mips 250,iomips 200,Size 10000 MB ram 
1024MB 

VM configuration  ram 2048 *4, mips 500, Number of PE 8 
 

Table 1 Reactive auto scaling Experiment Scenario 

 

SLA parameters were specified in the JSON file format. Host and VM configurations are as 

mentioned in Table 1. SCR and ASD based auto scaling policies maintain history window to 

store completion rates and average delays for taking auto scaling decisions. In our experiment 

we have considered window size of 5 i.e. History of last five readings is stored. Monitoring 

interval parameter specifies the interval at which resource utilization monitoring is done. 

Refresh period parameter represents an interval at which new sessions are polled. In our 

experiment, it is set to 10 i.e. after every 10 seconds new sessions are created.  

 

The experiment is made by different combinations of load balancers and auto scaling 

policies. Default load balancer tries to assign sessions to VMs which are highly utilized if 

their load is bellow threshold. Hybrid load balancer assigns sessions to newly created VMs 

during last scaling round. After specified time interval, hybrid load balancer changes its 

behaviour to default load balancer. 

 

In this case we have considered normal web workload in which approximate total 11,500 web 

sessions are generated during simulation. Normally, workload of application during day time 

is more compared to night hours. The graph in Figure 4 shows the number of sessions over 

simulation period. The horizontal axis represents the simulation time in seconds and the 

vertical axis shows the number of sessions on particular time.  
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Figure 4 Sessions during Normal Workload 

 

We have performed this experiment with combinations of all three auto scaling policies and 

both load balancing mechanisms for the auto scaling interval of 300s, 600s and 900s. Table 2 

shows the results of the experiment. Session completion rate and average session delay are 

considered as evaluation parameters. 

The Session completion rate represents the ratio of number of sessions completed over a 

number of sessions created in a specific time interval. During each auto scaling interval, 

completion rate of sessions is calculated. Once the simulation is over, we find out mean of 

session completion rates. As the rate is high, more number of sessions are completed.  

Each web session is made up of several web requests which are internally represented as 

cloudlets or jobs. Delay in processing of cloudlets causes delay for the session. We have 

calculated the total of delay values of all sessions and that is divided with total number of 

sessions. This is termed as Average session delay. Value of Average session delay should be 

smaller.  

During normal workload, default auto scaling policy behaves same with both load balancers. 

As auto scaling period increases, the average session completion rate is decreased from 91.93 

to 89.66. Average session delay is increased as increase auto scaling interval is increased. Its 

value is increased from 0.284s to 0.318s. 
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Scaling 
Interval 

(s) 

Load 
Balance

r 

Default Auto Scaling 
Policy 

SCR Auto Scaling 
Policy 

ASD Auto Scaling 
Policy 

Avg. 
Session 

Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 

Delay (s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

Avg. 
Session 
Delay 

(s) 

Avg. 
Session 

Completion 
Rate (%) 

300 
Default 0.284 91.93 0.041 93.18 0.131 95.5 

HY 0.284 91.93 0.033 93.25 0.121 95.53 

600 
Default 0.247 91.29 0.223 92.22 0.159 95.27 

HY 0.247 91.29 0.164 92.68 0.146 95.52 

900 
Default 0.318 89.66 0.251 91.5 0.138 95.1 

HY 0.318 89.66 0.239 91.52 0.142 95 
 

Table 2 Result of Experiment with Normal Workload 

Session completion rate based auto scaling policy gives higher average session completion 

rate compared to default auto scaling policy with both load balancers. We can also observe 

that, this policy gives better results with hybrid load balancer compared to default load 

balancer.  As the auto scaling interval is increased, average session completion rate decreases 

and average session delay value increases. 

ASD has less effect of auto scaling interval on session completion rate and average session 

delay compared to default and SCR policies. Session completion rate for this policy is highest 

among three for all scaling intervals. We can also observe that for higher auto scaling 

interval, i.e. 600 and 900s, ASD policy gives smaller average session delay compared to SCR 

and default.  

 

Figure 5 Session Completion Rate for auto scaling interval of 300s with Hybrid Load Balancer 
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The graph shown in Figure 5 represents the session completion rate of all different scaling 

policies during simulation with scaling interval of 300s. We can observe that, the default auto 

scaling policy has lower session completion rate compared to SCR and ASD. Performance of 

SCR policy is slightly lower than ASD policy because ASD policy takes scaling decisions 

based on average session delay. 

 

Figure 6 Session Completion Rate for auto scaling interval of 600s with Hybrid Load Balancer 

 

The graph shown in Figure 6 represents the session completion rate of scaling policies during 

simulation with auto scaling interval 600s. From Figure 5 and Figure 6, we can see that as the 

scaling interval is increased from 300s to 600s, SCR and Default auto scaling policies have 

more impact compared to ASD policy. Our both policies perform better than default scaling 

policy. From above graphs we can clearly notice that, when scaling interval is smaller (300s), 

there are more fluctuations than larger scaling interval (600s). This is due to frequent scaling 

operations. 

Graphs shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 represent session delay values during the simulation 

period for scaling intervals of 300s and 600s respectively. In these graphs, horizontal axis 

represents simulation time and vertical axis represents session delay in seconds. For SCR 

policy, session delay values are smaller than ASD and default scaling policies. ASD based 

auto scaling policy performs better than default policy. We have also observed that, ASD 

based policy has less effect of auto scaling interval compared to SCR and default policies. 
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Figure 7 Session Delay for auto scaling interval of 300s with Hybrid Load Balancer 

 

 

Figure 8 Session Delay for auto scaling interval of 600s with Hybrid Load Balancer 

 

Graphs shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 represent the number of active VMs during simulation 
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Figure 9 Active VMs during simulation with scaling interval 300s 

 

 

Figure 10 Active VMs during simulation with scaling interval 600s 
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- ASD based policy gives highest session completion rate among all policies with 

all type of scaling intervals. Performance of ASD policy has less effect of changes 

in scaling interval. For medium and large scaling interval (600s and 900s), ASD 

gives better output compared to SCR in terms of session average delay. 

- SCR and ASD based policies perform better with Hybrid load balancer compared 

to default load balancer. 

- Performance of SCR and ASD based policies are better than default policy. 

 

Experiment 2: 

The aim of this experiment was to check the effect of scaling operations in real time 

environment using prototype model. Details of prototype model are discussed in previous 

section. The result in the form of graph is shown in Figure 11. 

In lab environment, a test bed was created using Open Nebula 5.4.2 based private cloud 

framework. To create a cloud we have used two physical machines (Hosts) with 

configuration Intel Core i5 64 bits 3.4 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM. Cent OS 7 is used as host 

operating system with Open Nebula configuration. We have used KVM/QEMU based 

hypervisor. All Virtual machines have the same configuration of 1 VCPU, 256 MB RAM, 

Cent OS 7 and apache web server.  

Apache JMeter is widely used load generating tool for web applications. We have used it to 

generate dummy workload (web requests) to our VMs. HA Proxy (High Availability Proxy) 

is widely used load balancer for web based applications. We have used HA Proxy based load 

balancer for distributing web requests among all VMs.   

Open Nebula provides XML RPC based API (Java Open Nebula Cloud API – OCA) to get 

details about hosts and VMs. This JAVA based API also allows our application to send 

various commands to the private cloud. Using this we have created an auto scaling engine 

which considers the VM resource utilization from cloud and perform scaling operations. 

We used Apache JMeter to generate dummy load to our application. Workload was generated 

by 100 threads with ramp up time of 10 seconds. Ramp up time indicates the time required to 

make all threads running. During execution of experiment, around 2,15,000 requests were 

generated. We started with only one VM instance. Later on during experiment VM instances 

were increased and decreased. The graph shown in Figure 11 represents the response time of 
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requests during the experiment. Here X axis shows the experiment time and the Y axis shows 

the response time in milliseconds. We can observe that when only one VM instance was 

running the response time was higher. Later, when the scale up operation was performed, 

response time was reduced. After second scale up operation, total VM instances were 3 and 

response time becomes very low. After some time, scale down operation was performed. 

After scaling down, the number of active VMs becomes two and response time was 

increased. 

 

Figure 11 Effect of Scaling on response time 

 

Experiment 3: 

This experiment was performed using our ARIMA based proactive scaling policy. Table 3 

shows various configuration parameters of experiment. In this experiment we have 

considered five applications. The History window size was sixten and the simulation length 

was four days.  

 

Here SLA warning threshold indicates that if application response time is higher than that 

value, SLA violation is considered and scale up operation is performed. If application 

response time remains between warning threshold and safe threshold, no scaling is required. 
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If Application response time goes bellow safe threshold, scale down operation can be 

performed. 

 

Host Configuration 2 quad cores, 2.5 GHz CPU, 16 GB of memory.  

CPU-upper-threshold: 75%  CPU-lower-threshold: 
60%  CPU-target-threshold : 70% 

VM Configuration: 1 Virtual core, RAM 1GB 

No. of applications 5  

SLA warning threshold 0.3 seconds 

Sla safe threshold 0.2 seconds 

Prediction Model Used ARIMA 

History Considered 16 

Workload Trace  Claranet 

Simulation Time 4 Days 

Table 3 ARIMA Experiment 1 Scenario 

 

Based on the simulation, received results are as per shown in Table 4. From the results we 

can observe that, if ARIMA based forecasting is used, SLA achievement is improved. We 

can also notice that host utilization is increased. Prediction based auto scaling (ARIMA) 

reduces total count of auto scaling operations. 

 

 
SLA 

Achievements 
Active Hosts and 

their details 
Active VMs 

Auto 
Scaling 

operations 

CPU 
Under 

Utilization 

Without 
Forecasting  

88.417% 

max: 11.0 
mean: 5.095 
min:1.0 
CPU util:52.215% 
MEM-util:55.445% 

max:100 
mean:37.98 
min: 7 

Up:341 
Down:260 
Fail: 0 

4.457% 

With 
Forecasting  

89.117% 

max: 11.0 
mean: 5.024 
min:1.0 
CPU-util:53.157% 
MEM-util:54.826% 

max: 97 
mean:36.85 
min: 7 

Up:312 
Down:233 
failed: 0 

2.494% 

Table 4 ARIMA Experiment Results 

 

The Figure 12 shows the actual workload and forecasted workload. The Figure 13 represents 

the number of active virtual machines during simulation. We can visually observe that 

number of running VMs are less while forecasting is used. The Figure 14 shows the response 

time of application with and without forecasting algorithm. We can observe that if workload 

forecasting is used, we have better response time compared to without forecasting.  
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Figure 12 Graph of Actual versus Forecasted Workload 

 

Figure 133 Graph of Active VMs during simulation 

 
Figure 14 Application Response time graph 
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Experiment 4: 

This experiment was performed to analyze performance of apache web server in normal VM 

condition and during VM migration condition. In our experiment we have used live migration 

of VM. For VM live migration it is necessary to have a network storage device like SAN 

(Storage Area Network) which can be accessed by both source and destination hosts. It is 

used to store images of VM. Other options to SAN are NFS, iSCSI etc. During our 

experiment, SAN was not available so we used NFS server as storage mechanism. 

Both source and destination hosts must be on the same subnet so that during and after 

migration VM can hold the same IP address. Source and destination machines must have 

same processor architecture and hypervisor. In this experiment three machines were used. 

Their hardware and software details are shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 145 Live Migration Experiment Setup 

 

In this experiment we have considered two cases. 

Case 1: Performance of apache web server running in a VM in (Normal condition -within 

source host).  
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Case 2: Performance of apache web server running in a VM (During VM migration process) 

In both cases, we used apache benchmarking (ab) tool to send 15000 requests to a static page 

hosted in apache web server which runs under VM with IP address - 192.168.21.185.  

Command to send multiple concurrent requests to the web server is like below. In command, 

-n indicates the total number of requests, -c indicates the request concurrancy and -g indicates 

name of the gnuplot file. Last parameter is the URL of page to be requested 

ab –n 15000 –c 25 –g “benchmark.txt” http:// 192.168.21.185/test.html 

The Apache benchmarking tool gives us data about requests and time to complete each 

request (ms). Based on data received by tool we plotted two graphs using gnuplot as shown in 

Figure 16 and Figure 17. Graph in Figure 16 shows that during normal VM execution (case 

1) time required for serving each request (response time) is between 0-25 ms.   

Graph in Figure 17 shows three phases (case 2) i.e. Performance of apache web server before 

migration, during migration and after migration. We can notice that before and after the 

migration, performance is same as case 1 however, during migration we can notice more 

delay in response time (up to 250 ms per request). Here one important thing to be noticed is 

that live migration causes little more delay in response but it is transparent to the user and 

application. 

 

Figure 156 Performance of apache in case 1 
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Figure 167 Performance of Apache in case 2 

Experiment 5: 

This experiment was performed to check the effect of migration threshold on server 

consolidation. 

From the results of experiment 4, we can clearly see that during VM migration, performance 

of application running on VM is degraded. Server consolidation is periodic process which 

mainly involves many VM migration operations. If same VM is selected for migration 

frequently, its performance is affected. To avoid this we have suggested migration threshold 

based consolidation policy.  

This experiment was performed using Cloudsim to check the effect of migration threshold on 

server consolidation. We have considered four parameters in this experiment, namely: energy 

consumption of data centre, SLA performance degradation of VMs, Number of VM 

migrations and SLA time per active host. Experiment parameters are listed in Table 5.  

Parameter Name Value 

VM allocation Policy Best Fit decreasing[1] 

VM selection Policy Minimum migration time[1] 

Overload threshold th 0.8 (80%) 

Max migration / VM mig_th 0-10 

Workload Planetlab 

Host Configuration MIPS (1860,2660), PES=2 RAM 4096 MB 

VM Configuration MIPS(500,1000, 1200,1500) PES=1, RAM 1024  

Number of Hosts and VMs (20,50), (50,100), (100,2000) and (200,4000) 

 

Table 5 Simulation Parameters 
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SLA time per Active Host- It shows the amount of time active host runs with load more than 

specified threshold. The Higher value of this parameter indicates that host remains stressed 

for longer time which affects the performance of VMs running on that host. The value of this 

parameter should be low. 

SLA performance degradation- This parameter show the effect of migration on the SLA of 

running application. It is assumed that during migration performance is degraded by 10%. 

Frequent migration causes more degradation and this value is higher. Lower value of this 

parameter is better. 

Number of VM migrations- It indicates the total number of VM migrations performed during 

simulation. From the  results of previous experiment, we can clearly say that VM migration 

has major effect on performance. Proper selection of VM for migration gives better results.  

Energy Consumption of data centre- It is affected by number of active hosts, networking 

components and the cooling mechanism. Periodic consolidation process helps us to power off 

unnecessary computing devices.  

Physical and 

Virtual 

Machines 

SLA time per 

Active Host 

(%) 

Overall SLA 

Violation (%) 

Energy 

Consumption 

(KwH) 

Number of VM 

migrations 

 Our 

Policy 

Default Our 

Policy 

Default Our 

Policy 

Default Our 

Policy 

Default 

20,50 1.78 4.59 0.02 0.04 1.73 0.79 98 102 

40,100 1.96 4.48 0.02 0.03 3.19 1.47 198 199 

100,200 1.16 5.50 0.03 0.03 6.28 3.04 422 462 

150,400 2.65 6.59 0.04 0.06 12.67 7.01 869 1432 

Table 6 Server Consolidation Experiment Results 

 

We have done experiments by MMT [1] policy and MMT policy with consideration of 

migration count. Results of simulation are listed in Table 6. Here we can see that, our policy 

has less value of SLA time per active host compared to default policy. Again we can observe 

that overall SLA violations are less in our policy for different combinations of physical and 

virtual machines. Total number of VM migrations is less in case of our policy. If we see the 
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energy consumption values, our policy has higher consumption compared to default policy. 

However, performance of our policy in terms of other parameters is better(table 6). 

From the experiments 4 and 5 we can conclude that, 

- VM migration affects the application performance running on it. 

- Selection of same VM for migration during consolidation phase, affects the 

performance of application running on that VM. If we keep restriction on maximum 

number of allowed migrations for individual VM, performance is improved. 

- When the concept of maximum allowed migrations per VM is applied, total 

migrations during consolidation process are less. This causes less number of host 

shutdowns (power off) and increases power consumption. 

 

VII. Achievements with respect to objectives 

On the basis of identified problems (section III) and objectives specified (section IV), we 

have devised three auto scaling policies and one consolidation policy.  

 Default reactive scaling policy considers resource usage for performing scaling 

operations. Our policies consider application level parameters along with resource 

usage values. Our policies give better performance compared to default policy. 

 From the graphs, we can also notice that our policies have less number of oscillations 

in terms of scaling operations.  

 Our prediction based proactive policy gives better results in terms of application 

response time.  

 Our proactive approach considered application scaling along with VM placement. 

 We have devised JSON based SLA representation mechanism.  

 Our prototype model gives us proof of concept regarding our scaling polices by 

showing the effect of scaling on actual application performance. 

 Experiment related VM live migration shows that migration has major effect on its 

performance.  

 Our consolidation policy with migration count threshold gives better performance 

compared to default policy. 

 

VIII. Conclusion 
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Elasticity is a desired feature for applications running in the cloud computing environment. 

Auto scaling mechanism provides a way to dynamically adjust application’s computing 

resources. Along with auto scaling, efficient resource utilization is also required. In this 

research, we have suggested approaches for both auto scaling and efficient resource 

utilization. 

In this research, we have devised two reactive auto scaling policies. Our policies, consider, 

low level metrics as well as high level application specific metrics. Policies suggested in this 

work are on the basis of session completion rate average delay. Both of these policies were 

implemented in a simulation environment for multi-tier web workload. Compared to default 

policy (using low level resource metrics), our policies give better results (experiment 1). 

We have also developed a small prototype model to check the applicability of our reactive 

scaling policies. Experiment using the prototype model shows that, application performance 

is affected by scaling operations (experiment 2). If scaling decisions are taken in time, 

performance of application can be greatly improved.   

We have designed a proactive auto scaling policy using ARIMA based workload forecasting. 

From the experiment results we can find that prediction based scaling policy gives better 

results in terms of SLA achievements (experiment 3). Along with prediction based scaling, 

our policy also handles the proper VM placement in the data centre by performing 

consolidation. 

Server consolidation (dynamic VM placement) helps us to achieve better resource utilization 

in the data centre. The Consolidation process internally involves many VM migrations. 

Experiment result shows that migration of VM affects its application (experiment 4). By 

taking this into consideration, we have suggested consolidation policy which restricts 

frequent migrations of same VM. Experiment results show that, consolidation with restricted 

migration count gives better performance (experiment 5). 

 

IX. A list of all publications arising from the thesis 

Sr 
No 

Title of Paper Conference/ Journal name 

1 Server Consolidation with  
Minimal SLA Violations 

International conference on CIDM, 2016 
Springer Publisher, ISBN 978-81-322-2208-8 

2 Prediction based Auto Scaling for 
Cloud Application 

2017 IPASJ International Journal of Computer Science (UGC 
Approved Journal), ISSN 2321-5992 Volume 5, Issue 9 

Table 7 List of Publications 
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